
Congratulations on your new baby! 

The first few months of a baby’s life are all about trying to recreate the environment that they have been 
used to in the womb to help them feel safe and secure, this is known as the fourth trimester. When babies 

are born they do not know the difference between day and night as their circadian rhythm is not developed. 
For babies to sleep well it is important to have an holistic approach and look at all aspects of their life. 

Please see below for lots of tips to help with your new baby’s sleep. 

Circadian rhythm: Is a natural internal process that regulates the sleep/wake cycle. 
A baby’s circadian rhythm does not develop until 3-4 months of age when their body starts to produce 
melatonin the sleep hormone, therefore they will not have any idea of day or night and will need to feed 
through the night as well as the day. By 3 months old they will be starting to tell the difference between 
day and night and should start to sleep longer stretches at night but will still require night feeds. Expose 
your baby to natural daylight in the mornings and try to keep the evenings and night time dark and calm, 
this will help to set their body clock. 

Safe sleep: 
For the first 6 months to help prevent ‘SIDS’ (sudden infant death syndrome) The Lullaby Trust says:  
Your baby should:  
• Sleep in the same room as you for the first 6 months.  
• Sleep on their back and not their front or side. 
• Use a firm and flat mattress, protected with a waterproof cover. 
• Lay them in the "feet to foot" position with their feet touching the end of the cot, crib or moses basket.  
• Keep your baby away from cigarette smoke. 
• The cot should be clear and have no cot bumpers, pillows or soft toys. 
• Covers should not above shoulder height and should be tucked in tightly. Do not use duvets. 
The room temperature should be between 16oc and 20oc. 
Please see ‘The Lullaby Trust’ for more information on safe sleeping www.thelullabytrust.org.uk 

Sleep space: Your baby’s sleep space should be calm with stimulation to a minimum. Babies can either be 
lightly swaddled (up to about 3 months of age, see below) to help with the moro/startle reflex or wear a 
baby sleeping bag. Keep lighting low in the evenings and overnight and remain quiet and calm. It is impor-
tant not to over stimulate a new baby. 



Playing white or pink noise may help. Play this at nap times and all through the night. I would only intro-
duce this, if you are having trouble settling your baby. 

Swaddling: Swaddling can help a baby to feel secure and this can improve their sleep. You should swaddle 
for day naps and night time too. Do not swaddle if bed sharing as baby may overheat. You can buy swad-
dles or you can use a light material such as a large muslin square. Some babies prefer to have their hands 
free, some like to be totally swaddled. Please see ‘The lullaby Trust’ guidelines below and check their web-
site for safe swaddling: 

• Use thin materials 
• Do not swaddle above the shoulders 
• Never put a swaddled baby to sleep on their front 
• Do not swaddle too tight 
• Check the baby’s temperature to ensure they do not get too hot 
• Stop swaddling once your baby starts to show signs of rolling 

Slings: Slings are really useful for carrying your baby if you need to have hands free for attending to an-
other child, doing jobs or going for a walk. Again check out ‘The Lullaby Trust’ for safe sling wearing and 
‘The Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents’ 
The Lullaby Trust says: When wearing a sling or baby carrier, keep in mind the TICKS guidelines: 
 
Tight 
In view at all times 
Close enough to kiss 
Keep chin off the chest 
Supported back 

Outside time: Try to expose your baby to natural daylight everyday by going for a walk to help with their 
circadian rhythm. Walks are also useful for getting into a nap routine or for settling an unsettled baby. 
 



Feeding: New babies have very small tummies and need to feed as and when they are hungry, this can be 
every 2 -3 hours or more frequently. Watch for your baby’s hunger cues, grizzling, crying, sucking on their 
fists, mouthing around and looking unhappy are all hunger signs. 
With breastfeeding check they are latching well and look out for lots of wet and dirty nappies and good 
weight gain for signs of good feeding. Your baby should be calm and relaxed after a feed. Wind them well 
after feeding incase of trapped wind. ‘Wonky winding’ is great, this is where you hold your baby across 
your chest with their left side downwards and then pat their back gently. 
See local breastfeeding clinics if you need some advice or call the national breastfeeding helpline on 0300 
100 0212. 
Cluster feeding (feeds that are very close together) is very common in young babies and usually occur in 
the evenings. It’s helpful to set yourself up with drinks and snacks and enjoy an evening with your baby. 
If your baby is particularly sleepy during a feed, you can change their nappy half way through which will 
wake them up a bit and then you can continue the feed when they are more awake. Tickling their toes helps 
too! Remember hungry babies don’t sleep! 

Sleep: New borns will sleep a lot of the time, at first about 16/17 hours out of 24. Just let them sleep as and 
when and try not to let them get over tired. Your baby will need a nap every 45 mins to an hour at first, ex-
tending to about every 1.5-2 hours at the 3 month mark and 2-2.5 hours at 6 months. Look for early sleep 
cues such as yawning and staring blankly. Its very common to confuse tired signs with hunger signs, but as 
you get to know your baby, you will start to recognise the difference.  
Keep your baby close to you as this will make them feel secure. They will want to be held a lot.  
When you put your baby down to sleep in their sleep space it may help to lower them in on their side and 
then turn them slowly onto their back as it stops the falling sensation and the startle reflex from happening 
which could cause your baby to wake up. Quite often a baby will wake up when you try to transfer them 
from you to their cot or moses basket. You can try to either put them down straight away as they fall asleep 
and then keep a hand on them gently patting them or you can wait until they are in a deeper sleep, this 
could be about 15/20 minutes. You will be able to tell when they are in a deep sleep as they will become 
heavier, their breathing will slow down and rapid eye movement will slow down. 



As babies get older, 3 months + I suggest a pattern of sleep, feed, play. This way baby’s will be refreshed 
after sleep and ready for a good feed, (play could just be a nappy change, nappy off for leg kicking, tummy 
time, singing to baby, talking to them). When trying to get your baby to sleep you can try rocking them 
gently or stroking downwards in between their eyes and down the nose, walks in the pram or sling are 
great too. 
You can give your baby a nice warm bath and gentle massage to calm them down before the evening. Mas-
sage helps the release of melatonin the sleep hormone and can help with any tummy pain. 
In the first few months try not to worry too much about a routine and what sleep will look like further 
down the line. Nothing you do at the moment will affect how your baby will sleep in the future and you 
can start to have more of a routine at 3 months old when the circadian rhythm is more developed. 
Relaxing, healing, cuddles and love are what are most important at first and always. 

If you need help with sleep further down the line, please contact me to discuss how I can help you.  
All packages are on my website. 

Best wishes 

Tami, certified Infant sleep consultant and postnatal doula at ‘The Baby Days’ 

www.thebabydays.co.uk


